
 Mechanics of a simple tillage tool 

 Tillage tool in the shape of an inclined blade traveling through soil 
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 Performance of tillage implements 

 Performance is determined by draft, power requirement, and quality of the work 

 Quality of work: for plow, degree of soil inversion an pulverization; for harrow, level of clod break-up 

 Moldboard plows 

 Draft: component of tractor pull acting on the plow parallel to the line of travel 

 Specific draft: draft divided by the cross-sectional area of the furrow 

 Factors affecting specific draft: soil type and condition (e.g., soil moisture content, density), operating depth and speed 



 Disk implements 

 Draft, specific draft, power requirement, depth of penetration (determined by the implement weight and soil condition) 

Disk plows 

Disk harrows 

Disk tillers 



 Cultivators 

 Sweep pitch: angle between bottom of the sweep and the horizontal 



 Rotary tillers 



 Hitching of Tillage Implements 

 Forces on tillage tools: implement weight / soil reaction forces / forces exerted by the prime mover 



 Forces on a moldboard 



 Forces on a disk blade 



 Forces on a disk harrow 

Amount of offset available (Fig. 8.58c) 

for no side draft 



 Pull-type implements 

 Vertical hitching: implements having hinged pull members and support wheels or runners 

Desirable (stable) condition 

Extreme (unstable) condition 



 Pull-type implements 

 Vertical hitching: implements 

with hinged pull members but 

without support wheels or 

runners 

 Pull-type implements 

 Single-axle implements with rigid 

pull members 



 Pull-type implements 

 Most tillage implements are symmetrical about their longitudinal centerline. The side components of the soil forces are 

balanced, the horizontal center of resistance is at the center of the tilled width, and the horizontal line of pull is in the 

direction of travel 

 Horizontal hitching of pull-type moldboard plows 



 Mounted implements 

 Hitch linkages: free-link operation, restrained-link operation 

 Free-link operation of three-point hitches: depth is controlled by gage wheels or other supporting surfaces on the implement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Restrained-link operation of three-point hitches Greater vertical load on the tractor rear wheels, tractive ability 

than free-link 


